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Operators are used in programs to manipulate data

and variables. They usually form a part of

mathematical or logical expressions.

The values that can be operated by these operators

are called Operands.



 Relational operators

 Logical operators

 Assignment operators 

 Conditional operators



We compare two quantities depending on their relation by using

Relational operators. The result of such comparisons is either TRUE

or FALSE.

OPERATORS MEANING

< Less than

> greater than

<= less than or equal to

>= greater than or equal to

== equal to

!= Not equal to

Ex: 4>5 Result: FALSE

9<6 Result: TRUE



These are used  to connect or combine the relationship 

between the different relational expression.

OPERATORS MEANING

&& Logical AND

||                             Logical OR

! Logical NOT



This operator is used to assign a value or the result of an expression 

to a variable.

Syntax:  variable_name=Value Or Expression;

Ex: a=6;

b=3;

c= a+b;

You can also assigning the same value to many variables.

Ex: a=b=c=10;



Shorthand assignment or compound assignment: This is the

another variation of assignment statement.

Shorthand operators: +=, -=, *=, /=, %=.

Ex: a+=b => a=a+b;



This operator is used to replace certain statements of the form “ if-

then-else”. 

Syntax:   Expression1 ? Expression2 : Expression3;

where Expression1 is evaluated first. If it is true, then the

expression2 is evaluated and become the value of the expression.

If the Expression1 is false, Expression3 is evaluated and the value

become the value of the Expression.

Ex: a=3 b=7 result= (a<b) ? a : b ;



Instanceof Operator: The instanceof is an object reference operator

and returns true if the object on the left-hand side is an instance of

the class given on the right hand side. The operator allows us to

determine whether the object belongs to a particular class or not.

Ex:   person instanceof student

is true if the object person belongs to the class student; otherwise 

it is false.




